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ชาวต่างชาติท่ีใชร้ถทศันาจรเพื่อการท่องเท่ียวจ านวน 450 ตวัอย่าง ในการวิเคราะห์โมเดลสมการ
โครงสร้าง ผลการศึกษาพบว่าองค์ประกอบของคุณภาพบริการประกอบไปด้วย ด้านความ
สะดวกสบาย ดา้นความปลอดภยั ดา้นพนักงานขบัรถและพนักงานตอ้นรับ มีค่า factor loadings 
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 The tourism industry plays a very important role in Thailand and is an 
important driver of the economy, especially when the economy is experiencing a 
sluggish period. Thailand has many tourist attractions and is a very popular tourist 
destination among foreign tourists; however, entrepreneurs running non- regular tour 
buses still neglect to provide an acceptable service quality. Therefore, this research 
focuses on studying the factors that influence foreign tourists’ use of sightseeing tour 
buses. The sample considered for the study comprises 450 tourists. Using a structural 
equation modeling analysis, the study revealed that service quality was seen to be a 
combination of convenience, safety, and drivers, and crews, each of which had factor 
loadings of 0.923, 0.903, and 0.811, respectively, at a statistical significance of P < 
0.001. Convenience was found to be the factor that most influenced the level of 
satisfaction with sightseeing tour buses. Consequently, involved organizations can 
take it to apply in policy determination in order to develop the standard of service 
quality which can provide reliability for foreign tourists. 
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